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ether you ' blocking 
out the sun or ust ensuring 
pri acy, curtai s and blinds 

are n essential part of home 
de orating. So e practical 
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Besides shade and privacy, the right 

window dressing can complement 

and even enhance your interiors. Think 

roller blinds in a minimalist loft, or a 

hefty swag and tails in a classical home 

Here Jennifer Hu, managing director 

of Romanez, and Cedric Tan, director 

of Sunr1n Design, throw some ltght on 

sprucing up your window areas. 

Don't get caught up in passing fads, 

Unlike clothes, curtains can't be 

consigned to the back of the wardrobe 

Look beyond style to focus on each 

room's specific needs While the ltving 

room may benefit from cheerful colours 

and lightweight sheers, a bedroom 

requires soothing hues to help you 

unwind, and heavy curtains to shut out 

the hght when you sleep Well-chosen 

fabncs can also create a different 

ambience for each space 

•once you decide on the theme of 

your interior, the window coverings 

will fall into place,• says Jennifer. 

•Alternatively, we've had clients fall in 

love with a fabric first, then decorate 

their house from there1• she laughs 

Theme Luxury Forget minimalism 

Lush fabrics rich in colour and texture 

are back Think old-world glamour and 

reinventions of classical designs. 

Hot Colour Last year's solemn shades 

of black and browns have segued into a 

more upbeat medley of cherry, prune 

and grape this summer. More seductive, 

the darker tones also hide dirt well. 

Textures In keeping with the luxe 

rush, velveteen and nubbly fabrics with 

their plush textures and satiny sheen 

are finding fans. Heavy and voluminous, 

they also drape and fall better 

Flower Power It's no secret that 

interior decor follows fashion and pop 

culture trends. 'Florals, especially 

delicate and Asian-looking patterns, are 

in - probably inspired by Memo,rs of a 

Geisha,• Cedric points out Use the new 

florals to create cheerful, airy rooms 

Sexy Sheers Dark sheers are 

becoming popular locally While white 

sheers still dominate in the West, grey 

or black sheers are preferable for 

tropical climates as they diffuse the 

strong sunlight and glare, giving instant 

shade and ambience to a room without 

the bulkiness of thicker fabrics. 

1 Sheer Mood Dari< colours In a bedroom create 
a cool. cosy mood Design by Intent 2 Texture 
Mix Play with textures for visual Interest Fabncs 
from Jesponl 3 Flower Huds Boldly simple norals 
from Alzoe Interior 4 Velvet Vern Brighi hues on 
velvets give luxury a modem vibe G1rrars Treasure 
Collection from Quedos 5 Purple Dream This 
summer's most popular hue 1s on.n sNn In norals 
Designers Guild fabnc from Romanez 6 Old World 
A hnen weave creates v,nlage charm G1rrar1 
Treasure Collection from Quedos OPPOSITE 
Designers Guild' s latest collec:11on from Romanez 
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decorating special 

Curtains soften a room with their many pleats and folds Layered 
curtains - like a night curtain over a day or sheer curtain - are most 
popular here. Keep in mind that certain window treatments may work 
bettter in a specific room as they create a more appropriate mood 
Below are a few suggestions: 

7 Sheer Factor Sheers ensure 

privacy without cutting out light totally 

Use them in bright rooms for an airy 

mood and diffused glow The new 

sheers come in bold prints - but the 

distinctive patterns can get lost in 

folds Sheers from Jespint 

while retaining the soft look of fabric. 

This frills-free design works well in 

contemporary rooms. 

9 Block It Out Black-out curtains, 

such as these from Sunrin Design, 

have a heavy lining (typically 100 per 

cent polyester) to block out the sun 

8 Neat Ring Ring curtains with big completely Ideal rn media rooms and 

grommet eyelet holes are threaded bedrooms, where you will want to 

simply onto curtain rods As they don't control the amount of light you let in. 

bunch up, they create a neat silhouette 
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10 Go Loopy Looking for something 

casual? Go for loop curtains that are 

simple, informal and chic at the same 

time You can add distinctive style 

with a unique decorative curtain rod 

Design by kzdes1gns 

11 Fabric Love Love to play with 

fabric? Combine roman blinds with 

curtains for more flexibility and 

fabric choice This formal treatment 

works well in living and dining 

rooms Designers Guild fabric from 

Romanez 
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